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MACROMEDIA FREEHAND 9

Publisher: Macromedia
Distributers: http://www.macromedia.com/buy/
Prices: all prices are approximate as pricing and
deals differ between resellers.
Freehand 9 full package mac/win £380.00
Freehand 9 Upgrade mac/win £99.00
Macromedia are also offering Freehand 9 together
with Flash 4 as a Studio package:
Freehand 9/Flash 4 Studio full package mac/win
£470.00
Freehand 9/Flash 4 Studio Upgrade mac/win
£139.00 (from any version of Freehand or Flash)

System Requirements

Mac

PowerPC; System 7.1 or later

16MB RAM (32MB recommended)

30MB disk space (60+MB recommended)

CD-ROM drive

PostScript printer (recommended)

Windows

Windows 95 16MB RAM (24+ recommended) or

Windows NT 4 (with Service pack 3) 24MB RAM (32+MB recom-

mended)

30MB of disk space (60+MB recommended)

CD-ROM drive

PostScript printer (recommended)

With Macromedia seemingly concentrating on it’s

family of web based applications it came as a surprise to re-

ceive a reviewer’s copy of Freehand 9 the other day. It’s

been two years since Freehand 8 hit us so you’d assume that

an upgrade that’s taken two years would be something spe-

cial. Well, in my view it is and it isn’t, if that makes sense.

If you’re new to Freehand then where have you been?

Freehand 9 will give you almost all the illustrative features

you could want for print and web design as found in all the

major competitive packages, but with several outstanding

additional features.

One of the main new features that Macromedia are

pushing is the perspective grid. This feature is a godsend

and will be useful across both print and web projects. It al-

lows you to fully customise a perspective grid to any

vanishing point you want in both the horizontal and vertical

planes and then snap any artwork to it. When moved around

the grid the artwork will then reflect the perspective. To de-

signers who like to bring an aspect of 3D into their work,

this tool will save a lot of time that would have been spent

manually tweaking and aligning images.

The second drawing enhancement is that of the envel-

oping button. Although enveloping has been around for a

while through 3rd party plugins this tool is now available

through the main window interface and allows instant live

distortion. Simply select the object or group of objects you

want to distort, click the enveloping tool and away you go -

you can either select a pre-defined envelope - fade right, 5

point star to name but two, or using the points and handles

distort to your heart’s desire.
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Macromedia have also strengthened the Trace tool.

With various configurations possible, you can set it to re-

cognise a given colour pixel tolerance, rather like a magic

wand tool and then autotrace the boundary surrounding that

area and then convert it into a path or tracing. It is a definate

improvement on the trace tool found in Freehand 8, being a

lot quicker and according to the Review information, uses a

lot less Ram too.

Another new introduction is that of the Symbol Library

palette which if you use Macromedia’s Flash you’ll be used

to. Here you have the opportunity to store any item you

want and if they are used many times throughout the art-

work - perhaps you are doing a web design layout board -

the symbol will only be stored once which will mean a

smaller file size when saved. It’s also great for when you

have to change or edit a symbol - all the instances of the

symbol will reflect the changes automatically across the

document, which if it consists of multi-pages, is very handy

indeed.

Talking of multi-page documents, Macromedia have

improved Freehand’s multi-page management. This is per-

haps one of it’s main advantages over it’s competitors in

that each document can be made up of multiple pages,

which can be rearranged, named, added, deleted very easily,

all through a desktop window and can be of various sizes

(just remember that when you go to print!). If you’ve

moved a document and all it’s links have been broken you

will come across a nice little feature which will allow you to

ignore all broken links - handy if it’s a multi-page document

with a lot of links. On the other hand, if you want to fix all

the links there’s a great little button which will search a

specified folder and fix all the links it finds.

Layer management within a document has also been

strengthened in that it’s now very similar to Illustrator with

the current layer being highlighted, and also having a little

pen symbol showing. Layers can also be merged in any par-

ticular order and selected objects on various layers can

easily be moved onto the current layer.

If you design for the web you’ll notice the big push on

Freehand 9’s new, increased and strengthened features for

the web. The ability to design and story board a complete

website through the multi-page facility (already men-

tioned) is quite a handy idea. You could then export all or

some of the pages as individual static Flash pages if you

wanted - very handy if you wanted to take advantage of the

printing capabilities of Flash 4. With the animate and re-

lease to layers xtra it is now absurdly easy to make very

simple, small flash movies with the improved flash export

options. A nice little extra included in the previewing

choices is a new “Flash Anti-alias” option which gives you

quite an accurate idea of how your object/file will look on

the web.

I experienced mixed results when I had a go at HTML

exporting with a couple of files. Very simple files with no

overlapping, a small amount of text and a couple of small

images were exported fine. However, anything slightly

complicated gave it a few problems and the HTMLWarning

window popped up displaying all the problems encoun-

tered. So I still wouldn’t rely on Freehand for complete

page creation. However, for individual graphic creation, ei-

ther straight for the web or Flash and Fireworks it’s not bad
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at all. It’s export capabilities for gif, jpeg, png and swf have

all been tweaked and give better results.

Other import and export features have been tweaked

and improved. Illustrator users can seriously consider

whether to cross upgrade - I successfully imported both Il-

lustrator 7 and 8 files into Freehand with no problems.

Photoshop users will be interested to learn that you can now

export to Photoshop while maintaining Freehand’s layers.

For Quark users the export option for quark.eps produces

quite accurate results which will definitely save a lot of

time.

Support for PDF files has also been increased. The il-

lustration shows part of a pdf that was imported into

Freehand, which then became completely editable. Best re-

sults were achieved with simple one page pdfs for both

importing and exporting. I exported one page documents

with no problems. However, I then tried importing a 9 page,

full colour backgrounds with text, diagrams and photos and

got quite an interesting but inaccurate result. For complex

pdf creation I would go down the traditional route of

creating a postcript file and then using Distiller.

Freehand 9 with all it’s new and enhanced features is

definitely top of the tree at the moment. It has something to

offer all types of users from professional designers and il-

lustrators who design for print. Multipublishers who design

for print and web, will benefit from Freehand’s excellent

integration with Fireworks, Flash, Dreamweaver, Quark

and Photoshop. And let’s not forget cartographers who no

doubt do all of the above, plus have the ability to import GIS

data and other mapping data through such xtras as Avenza

MAPublisher.

Paul Joyce
Graphic and web designer

Middlesex University

EDITOR’S NOTE: there are compatibility issues with current ver-

sions of MAPublisher and FreeHand 9 such that MAPublisher will

not operate properly with FreeHand 9. Afull statement is available

at

http://www.avenza.com/special.fh9andmp.html
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TERRA FORMA 3.0

Manufacturers: AI Interactive Ltd
Website: www.terra-forma.co.uk
Compatibility: Tiff and EPS files can be viewed
in any software capable of displaying them, but
the full functionality of the files has been tested in
(minimum requirements) Photoshop 3.0, Free-
hand 5.0.1 or Illustrator 6.0 (Mac or Windows).
Price: £295.00, less for partial world coverage

Introduction

The packaging claims that Terra Forma “… is the ultimate
designers resource for creating high quality customised
maps of the world …”, a claim certainly worth investigat-
ing. At first glance the six CD’s that make up Terra Forma
contain a large selection (over a hundred) of TIFF images
covering the whole globe. The functionality of the images
depends on what platform (Windows or Mac) and what
software you intend to use. The tiff images (the pictorial im-
age of the Earth with relief and major rivers) can be used in
any package that displays these image files, but the real
power of these images is only clear when used in one of the
tested packages; Photoshop, Illustrator and Freehand.
There are various specifications as to what versions/plat-
forms support particular functions. I should also point out
that I am new to Macs and Freehand, but have some experi-
ence of Photoshop. I am used to working with Geographic
Information Systems, so purely illustrative material is not
something I work with all the time. It should also be pointed
out that Terra Forma is not a software package as such. If
you haven’t got one of the specified packages, you could
still display the tiff images in a suitable illustrative package,
but not any of the additional text and information layering.

First Use

For testing I used Photoshop 4.0 on an iMac (350 MHz G3,
64Mb ram). The short introductory pdf documentation was
easy to follow and gave some useful demonstrations of vari-
ous techniques that could be employed to produce visually
pleasing results. The first image was produced after only a
short time (an hour or so) of using the files and getting used
to Photoshop again. The different layers of information in
Photoshop are represented as paths, which can be coloured

individually and added as individual layers. This helps keep
your created images flexible when working with semi
opaque layers. In this way you can colour individual coun-
tries, while still seeing the relief through the shading. Black
and white screen shots do not do the quality of the images
justice. Some of the tiff images are visually stunning, and
the ability to produce whole maps so easily will be very use-
ful to anyone creating maps to publish.

The different paths in Photoshop contain the tiff

basemap image with relief

plus separate detail such as

scale bars, island names,

physical features, oceans &

their names, towns, inter-

national borders, coastline,

relief, rivers, lakes and all

individual countr ies .

Making the layers

semi-transparent can be

particularly useful if you

want to shade individual

states or countries in vari-

ous colours (similar to creating a manual thematic map in

GIS terms). The illustration shows a quick attempt at this.

You don’t have to work very hard to create good im-

ages in Photoshop and after working with the images, I

decided to have a quick look at the Freehand files. I used

Freehand 8 and loaded the maps in to find my thoughts

about limitations of the package a little premature. I didn’t

get a chance to learn enough of Freehand to give a fair re-

view but the little I saw looked well worth investigating.

With Photoshop you work with raster images, and are there-

fore limited to the size and scale you can create images.

Freehand uses vectors and therefore working at different

scales is much more flexible.

System Requirements

Due to the differing potential user requirements and the va-
riety of platforms and software capable of using the
package, a minimum hardware specification is difficult to
suggest. My iMac could not load some of the Photoshop
files due to a lack of RAM. This probably suggests that a
spec of 128Mb RAM would be a minimum requirement to
be guaranteed to use all the files, although the vast majority
were accessible from 64Mb.

Conclusions

I was impressed by the simplicity of the idea behind these
images. For many people who have to produce high quality
images for publications or presentations in a short time,
these maps are ideal. The quality of the raster images in
Photoshop is highly suited to smaller scale work while the
vector capabilities of Freehand will allow detailed close-up
work of smaller areas. Anyone with a good knowledge of
Freehand or Photoshop will get along with the images im-
mediately, and will be able to produce much more
impressive maps than I could in a short period of time.

Carl Holden

GIS Technician

Middlesex University
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Tales from the Mac Room - a month (or
two) in the life of the CARTO-SOC
Listserv
As not all members of the Society are subscribers to CARTO-SOC,

it seemed a good idea to summarise some of the information that

has been communicated. The following is a summary of a typical

couple of month’s transactions. The questions and answers are not

credited to the contributors, but where contact details are deemed

appropriate to the answer they are included. As much as possible

direct advertising or blatant commercialism his been edited out of

these highlights. It is hoped that publishing this data will help

those not “wired” to keep in touch will developments that are noti-

fied through the CARTO-SOC listserv.

Q: I am looking for some city/town atlases (not regions

or countries). I would be very thankful for any help or

guidence on how can they be acquired.

A: The best atlas of its type I have seen is English Partner-
ships’ Milton Keynes Official City Atlas 2000. It is a large
format atlas costing £4.25 (+ 42p p&p) including a 4-page
schematic map section and free pull-out District Leisure
Guide.
Contact: GEOprojects (UK) Ltd, 9-10 Southern Court,
South Street, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 4QS.
Tel: 0118 939 3567.
Fax: 0118 959 8283.

e-mail: orders@geoprojects.demon.co.uk

A: XYZ Digital have an excellent Edinburgh CD atlas
(£29.99 - which lets you print out any area in good quality
full colour). This will be followed in the spring by Birming-
ham and Glasgow. Leeds and Cardiff are coming along after
that.

http://www.xyzmaps.com

Q: Does anyone know of a method to transfer files pro-

duced using Tillia Graph into Illustrator or Freehand

(or even Corel Draw on a PC … thats how desperate I

am).

A: You need to use Tilia 2.0 and save in Tilia as a “cgm” file,
this can then be opened directly in Illustrator, it may come
up with a large black box over the top of the graph, delete
this and the graph will be underneath.

A: You can export from Tilia as DXF. The most reliable so-
lution we’ve found for getting these into Freehand is with
the DXF import in MapPublisher. Note that the standard
DXF import in Freehand doesn’t seem to like files from
Tilia. If you haven’t got MapPublisher, then Corel Draw on
a PC will import the DXF files, but getting them from here
to Freehand can be a problem. You can export from Corel as
Illustrator, but this appears to always convert text to paths
for some reason, so you will have to retype all the text.

One other thing. A most useful Xtra for Freehand here is
called “close paths". All the boxes which form the graphs
come across as open paths and I find this essential to be able
to add a fill to the boxes.

Q: I am trying to find out what the equivalent of Ord-

nance Datum (OD Newlyn) is in France - I think it is

NGF (Niveau General Francais) but have so far had no

luck in finding out what this is and how it is measured.

A: I think you can find some usefull information at the IGN
website [only the second is translated in English] :

http://www.ign.fr/MP/GEOD/geodesie/

http://www.ign.fr/PI/presse/communiques/commareg.html

and at the Geodesic Research Lab at :

http://lareg.ensg.ign.fr/

The french reference geodesic canvas was the NTF (new
triangulation of France), which is obsolete since the realisa-
tion the RGF (Geodesic French Web).

Q: I’m looking for a map of Mexico with state bound-

aries and state names and a map of Guatemala with

department boundaries and names.

A: Some links where you may find your maps :

http://mahogany.lib.utexas.edu/Libs/PCL/Map_collec-

tion/Map_collection.html

http://oddens.geog.uu.nl/

http://www.univ-tlse2.fr/geoprdc/bazarcarto

A: You can find a map of Guatemala on the following
website:

http://www.un.org/Depts/Cartographic/english/htmain.htm

Q: One of our postgrads has asked for advice on produc-

ing a map of the UK showing flows from one location to

another. I have advised her that proportional arrows

will be the best way (if not the only way) of doing this. As

this is the way I have always done such mapping, I’m

wondering if anyone has any other ideas for represent-

ing such data. She is dealing with large numbers and

locations right across the country, so there are going to

be many line crossings and differing line widths. Maybe

someone has an innovative solution to an old problem?

A: The mapping task at hand is most suitably addressed by
no other map type than the proportional arrow map as you
already suggested. For its production you may want to take
a look at the freeware programme Flowmap, developed at
Utrecht University, the Netherlands.
It promotes itself by stating:

Flowmap 6 is a software package dedicated to analyz-

ing and displaying interaction or flow data. This type of data

is special in the sense that there are two different geographic

locations connected to each data item: An origin location

where the flow starts and an destination location where the

flow ends. The flow data itself can be people (e.g. commu-

ters, shoppers, hospital visitors), goods, usage of

agricultural services or telecommunication and so on.

Most thematic mapping and GIS packages have little

functionality for treating this kind of information. Now

Flowmap fills this gap. Flowmap is a PC software package

(Windows 3.11/95), developed at the Faculty of Geograph-

ical Sciences of the Utrecht University in the Netherlands.

There are two editions: An Educational Edition that works

interactively only (version 6.2) and a Professional Edition

(version 6.3, hopefully coming soon) that also works in

batch mode. The professional version will also have some

additional data management functions.

http://flowmap.geog.uu.nl/
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A: The only other techniques other than proportional
arrows in my experience that might apply are:

1. Faux 3D - conventional plan view of base map, but

with uniform directional arrow vertical thickness elevated

in 3D height proportional to flow volume. Rather than uni-

form height, the arrows “grow” to the appropiate height in

the middle of arrow transit. Generally, the faux 3D arrows

have a perspective vanishing point in the middle of map.

With too many arrows, of course, even these extruded ar-

rows get a little crazy.

2. Incremental spectral graduation - Using uniform ar-

row widths to accomodate quantity of arrows, the arrows

are filled with a color corresponding to flow volume - that

is , 0 to n is represented in a dark blue- l ight

blue-green-yellow-orange-red-violet spectrum. Not very

quantitative, but quickly indicative of the hot spots and the

not spots.

I sometimes use this technique (Illustrator) to describe

regional and continental-wide air travel routes.

A: How about indicating flow “volume” by the number of
small arrows of unit length, - you could even indicate rate
(at the same time if you want) by the length of the arrow.
The arrows can also be colored or tinted so you get another
dimension to do with as you please.

Q: I am trying to Export (from a Mac) Adobe Illustrator

7.01 files and need to open them in Corel Draw 8.0 (on a

PC). Can anyone help me as to which format would be

best for me to export them in?

A: The best format to export from Illustrator to Corel (and
others) is the PS type. I think that Corel8 can read Illustrator
7 files.

A: Not sure about version 7.01, but recently I faced a similar
issue getting from Freehand 8 to Corel 8. I was able to com-
plete the task by exporting the Freehand file to Illustrator,
then “Saving as” (not Exporting) an Illustrator EPS version,
which, in turn, opened up with layers intact in (PC) Corel
Draw 8. It could work for version 7.01 as well, but I haven’t
tried it.

A: Beware - every time I have tried this in the past some text
blocks split. If possible it is advisable to keep all text on a
separate layer and to check the file on a PC after exporting.

A: Corel should be able to open Mac generated Illustrator
files. I used to save them in the earliest Illustrator version
(1.1?) when I did it a year or so ago.

Q: I was wondering if anyone could help me find a digi-

tal file for the U.S.A with the individual states as

polygons? I need to make a quick statistics map. These

formats would be ideal: e00, cdr, shp, but any help

would be greatly appreciated.

A: Check this link:

http://www.gisdatadepot.com/catalog/US/group21.html

A: Try ArcData Online at:

http://www.esri.com/data/online/index.html

A: Try this one:

http://isl715.nws.noaa.gov/mapdata/newcat/

Q: In past versions of CorelDraw it was possible to

rotate an object using the rotate tool. By specifying a

rotation angle the object would rotate to that angle. If

you wished to rotate it again by a few degrees, that

would be fine. However in V.9 I find that it will only let

you rotate an object once. Any further attempts do

nothing. The only way it seems is to go back to the

original position and rotate it again to an angle that

hopefully is right first time off. Is it just me, my version

of Corel, or is there a way of rotating more than once and

to any chosen angle?

A: I was so very confused by that as well until I figured out
what Corel had done. What version 9 does is remember to
what angle you’ve rotated the object in the past. If you’ve
rotated something to 47 degrees and want to rotate it
another 2 degrees, you must type in 49 degrees and not 2 de-
grees. Does this make sense? There are exceptions to this
but that’s the general rule.

Q: I have been demonstrating Freehand on the Mac to a

colleague who would like to take the software back to Ni-

geria. As they are PC based can anyone tell us how

Freehand on a PC compares to the Mac (hopefully it is

the same)?

A: There is hardly any difference between either Freehand
or Illustrator on the Mac and the equivalent PC versions.
The main thing is that I am assured that the quick keys work
much better on the Mac (I never use them so I wouldn’t
know), and the Mac tends to be the platform used by
printers. However we interchange our files from one
platform to the other and haven’t had any problems. Only
thing to watch is accented characters, or those in any font in
position 128 or above. This is because Mac and Windows
fonts are the same for character positions 0 to 127 (all the
common characters and numbers) but different for those in
positions 128 to 255. I would have to say that as a user of
both Illustrator and Freehand (since I teach MAPublisher
on both), I think Illustrator has some advantages over
Freehand. This is especially so with text which generally
seems a bit easier to deal with in Illustrator. No doubt,
though, there will be just as many views the other way!
Only other thing I would say is have lots of RAM. Both
packages load all the data into memory. On the Mac this all
goes into RAM and when you run out that is that. On a PC at
least it will start using the Windows swap file instead as
virtual RAM, but it makes it very slow.

A: Freehand on the PC is the same though there are a few
bugs in version 8. These have possibly been ironed out in
the free upgrades on the Net but somehow I haven’t got
around to upgrading. The bugs are: When you are editing
text, the text can move strangely and appear odd. In reality it
hasn’t moved it is just the screen display. By deselecting the
text box you can see that everything is still ok. When trying
to alter the point size of text it can refuse to accept the entry
and will only accept one of the preset sizes in the drop down
menu. Usually going via the text menu will resolve this.
These things happen only occasionally and I wonder how
much of it may have to do with the fact that Freehand is a 16
bit application and Windows 95 is lousy at handling these,
with regard to memory, and would rather it was 32 bit. I
think Windows 98 is better at handling 16 bit application
memory allocation.
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He will need a postscript printer or will have to think about
the way he is constructing drawings, ie no text on paths, no
white text on black background, no postscript fills etc. Also
creating eps files and putting them into Pagemaker can
sometimes create problems with the final look of the dia-
gram.

A: I use Freehand on the MAC and on the PC(Win95) all the
time, creating files in the PC and finishing on the MAC for
colour seps and enhancement. Files from either platform
open OK in the other - so far! Apart from some missing key
shortcuts (select from lower level etc) they run much the
same, although the PC can run out of memory some times -
and being a PC doesn’t warn you too well.

A: In our experience, we find them to be quite equal in
functionality and performance. In most cases it is simply a
user preference as to whether or not they prefer Mac or Win-
dows.

Q: Can anyone tell me if Corel Mosaic is available any-

where? This was such a useful addition as it allowed one

to compress files into library folders and to view the

actual contents of a directory at one time as slides on

screen. It was also capable of viewing all types of image

files in the same way. Sadly Corel seem to have given up

supplying it nowadays.

A: Yes - it’s on the Corel Draw 5 CD.

Q: I am trying to source a high resolution map of

Greater London. My initial thoughts are that it will need

to be an aerial shot taken on a medium format camera. I

intend to scan in from the transparency and then display

it at around 5 by 10 metres. The main requirement is

that it is a real shot and not a diagram, that the detail is

sharp - ones I have seen before allow you to see a car at

about 3mm size before the resolution started to fail.

A: What on earth do you want to go through all that palaver
for? Buy the Bartholomew 1:20 000 set of digital images of
London and you have the whole of the Greater London
Street Atlas in a seamless high quality tiff image. It was all
created direct from the digital database so there are no scan-
ning or scale distortions. The price will also be pretty
reasonable for what it is. You can get it in the form of Lon-
don Maps on CD, if you wish, which is suitable for use with
GIS such as ArcView, GeoMedia or MapInfo. With
MAPublisher you could have all the images mosaiced to-
gether in Adobe Illustrator or Freehand (if you have enough
memory).

A: You could try Cities Revealed. Alternatively try the
Millennium Mapping Website.

http://www.getmapping.com

A: Try this company in the UK:

http://www.pcgraphics.uk.com

Q: Can anyone tell me if there are any free web tutorials

available for Arcview?  Can they be downloaded?

A: While I’m sure there are on the ESRI web site,
(www.esri.com) the CD that comes with Dent’s
‘Cartography: Thematic map Design’ includes
cartographically oriented tutorials on ArcView & even in-
cludes a copy of ArcView 3.0.

A: Visit the ESRI Virtual Campus. There, you can find a
free modules entitled “The Basics of ArcView”, as well as
other free modules covering a number of the ArcView ex-
tensions. You can download free Virtual Campus Edition
software to support the modules as well.

http://campus.esri.com

Q: A colleague of mine in New Zealand is anxious to ob-

tain an accurate digital map base of present day Europe.

Does anyone have any suggestions where she might

acquire one, free or otherwise?

A: There is a digital map data bank, with many coverages,
all free and in vector formats (AI, EPS).

http://www.intercarto.prd.fr

A: The CIA have nice free maps of Europe, the world, etc.
They are available as PDF files.

http://www.odci.gov/cia/publications/factbook/ref.html

Miscellaneous transactions

There have been many other postings, including: job

opportunities,and many software announcements - some of

which are included later in this column.

To subscribe to CARTO-SoC:

send Email to: listproc@sheffield.ac.uk with
the message subscribe carto-soc 'your full

name' in the body of the mail.

(For instance, if you were Gerardus Mercator, and wished to
subscribe, you would send the message subscribe

carto-soc Gerardus Mercator to the address:
listproc@sheffield.ac.uk).

To send a message to CARTO-SoC:

send Email to: carto-soc@sheffield.ac.uk.

You need to have first subscribed to CARTO-SoC to send
messages.

If your WWW browser is set up with your correct Email ad-
dress, simply type subscribe carto-soc 'your

full name' in the box, and send the message.

New high-quality printing technology
streamlines printing from the Web with
Macromedia® Flash

Macromedia’s Flash allows users to intelligently de-

liver high-quality printing for e-business Web applications.

Consumers can now print high-quality content seamlessly

as they browse sites using Macromedia Flash on the Web.

Fortune 500 companies are already using Macromedia

Flash to differentiate and brand their e-business sites, and

now they can create high-impact Web applications with

built-in printing logic. Businesses like Hewlett-Packard

Company, BMW Motorcycles, and Maps.com are already

using Macromedia Flash to improve customer experience,

extend their brand, and enable new business models online.

Flash technology is the standard for high-impact, vec-
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tor-based Web sites that deliver motion, sound,

interactivity, and graphics.

With this new technology initiative, developers will

now be able to develop new types of Web applications to

take full advantage of intelligent, high-quality printing. Ex-

amples include Click-and-Mortar coupons that drive online

users to stores with trackable incentives, greeting cards, ad

banner printing that prints the unseen information behind

the banner, and vector-based city and street maps.

Macromedia Flash solves the ongoing problem of Web

printing by providing developers with a clear way to bring

high-quality printing and control to an area now marred

with low-quality printing and confusion. Web content today

has an enormous reach, but Web browser inconsistencies

and the variety of devices with which people access the

Internet make it difficult to guarantee the quality of the

end-user experience.

When consumers print information from their Web

browsers, they typically get a low-quality print of the entire

navigational and banner ad content that also appear on the

page. On some sites, consumers can also select a different

printer-friendly page, which requires additional developer

time; or they may have to launch an external application,

which is not seamless from a usability perspective. Also,

Web-native fonts currently don’t allow for high-quality ren-

dering of text.

“Macromedia Flash already delivers precise layout,

fonts, and highly interactive Web content," said David

Mendels, Senior Vice President and General Manager for

Macromedia. “Enabling Flash developers to control how

their information will look when a consumer wants to print

it out is invaluable. For our e-business customers, the tech-

nology also opens up new ways to engage their Web

customers."

The new Web printing technology will impact a large

universe of Web surfers, as well as the developers who cre-

ate content for them. According to a recent NPD study,

more than 88 percent of Web users an estimated 185 million

Web surfers are immediately able to view Flash content

without having to download a player. The Flash Player is

believed to be the most widely Web-distributed software in

history.

Developers can now author Flash content specifically

to be printed from the Web, using the Macromedia Flash 4

authoring application itself or any other application that can

export the Macromedia Flash (.SWF) format, such as

Macromedia FreeHand and Fireworks. Macromedia Gen-

erator can also be used for dynamic, real-time authoring of

printable Flash content from back-end data and application

servers.

Pricing and availability: The Flash 4 Print Authoring

Software Development Kit (SDK) is now available for free

to registered Flash 4 users at:

http://www.macromedia.com/go/flashprinting/

For a free download of the Flash Player go to:

http://www.macromedia.com/go/flashplayer/

Flash 4 is available for Windows 95/98, Windows NT,

and MacOS for an estimated street price of £199. Current

registered users of previous versions of Flash can upgrade

to Flash 4 for £79. Flash 4 can be purchased by calling Com-

puters Unlimited on 0208 358 5857.

End users will need an update to the free Flash Player to

enable high-quality printing.

From a Macromedia electronic press release

Adobe joins Apple, Corel and Quark in
supporting Flash, the Internet standard
for vector-based Web content

Adobe Systems has joined the growing list of compa-

nies that are creating products that deliver Macromedia

Flash content. In a keynote address delivered by executives

from Macromedia, Adobe, and Quark at the Seybold Semi-

nars conference, John Warnock, Chairman and CEO of

Adobe, previewed technology that indicated support for the

Macromedia Flash standard. Macromedia Flash is the stan-

dard for high-impact, vector-based Web sites that deliver

motion, sound, interactivity and graphics.

Adobe joins Corel, Apple and Quark, as well as dozens

of other companies that have embraced and extended the

ubiquity of the Macromedia Flash

technology. Users of software

products that export content as

Macromedia Flash files immedi-

ately gain the ability to deliver

vector graphics to a Web audience

of more than 200 million people

that can view Flash content today,

according to recent studies by NPD Online and IDC.

Adobe demonstrated strong support for the

Macromedia Flash format in the forthcoming Adobe prod-

ucts and an upcoming version of Adobe GoLive. In addition

Macromedia and Corel have jointly announced support for

Macromedia Flash in CorelDraw and distribution of the

Macromedia Flash Player with CorelLinux.

Macromedia has also announced a major upgrade to

FreeHand, the leading design and illustration tool for print

and Web, with enhanced support for the Macromedia Flash

format.

In September 1999, Macromedia delivered the

Macromedia Flash Writer, a plug-in that provides

Macromedia Flash export to Adobe Illustrator users. Quark

has announced plans to develop an XTension to enable

QuarkXPress users to output Flash content.

From an Adobe press release
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Cad Publisher version 1.6 available for
download

Cad Publisher helps bridge the gap between CAD and

Publishing by producing industry standard output files

from CAD for graphics and DTP applications.

Processing DXF files into PostScript, Adobe Illustra-

tor, Acrobat PDF and EPS formats in monochrome, color or

color separations.

With Cad Publisher 1.6, True Type, Type 1 and SHX

fonts can be used in the input and output files. Command

line batching can be implemented, easier control over the

viewing of combined and individual color separations for

film output, improved memory control etc.

http://www.jwgraphics.com.au

Cad Publisher - Bridging the gap
between CAD and Publishing

Autoset Cad Publisher now produces compressed PDF

files direct, no messing about with PostScript and Acrobat

Distiller any more, plusCad Publisher uses the same com-

pression techniques as Acrobat Distiller.

Cad Publisher PDF files retain True Type and Type 1

fonts as searchable text within the PDF file.

With complete control over the output rendering of the

CAD file, production processing and command line control

features of Cad Publisher, you can process one file or all the

files from a set of directories.

Cad Publisher also produces high quality PostScript,

Adobe Illustrator and EPS files for import into graphics and

DTP applications. Check out the latest TryOut from the

web site.

http://www.jwgraphics.com.au

From Autoset press releases

MicroCAM and MicroMSI

The ‘MicroCAM for Windows’web site has links to the fol-
lowing freeware programs by Scott Loomer:

· Microcomputer Aided Mapping (MicroCAM
v2.03)

· Microcomputer Mult iSpectral Imaging
(MicroMSI v1.13)

There is a recently added a ‘Graphics gallery’ section

showing the Example CAM script files that are currently in-

cluded with MicroCAM plotted out.

A number of Data files that can be used with

MicroCAM are available:

· mwdbpoly.zip - Closed polygon and updated
World Political Boundaries (PNT format)

· 51cogrf.zip - Closed polygon U.S. county bound-
aries (GRF format)

· 51stgrf.zip - Closed polygon U.S. State bound-
aries (GRF format)

· plates.zip - World Tectonic Plates in PNT format.

· relief.zip - World Oceanic Fracture Zones and
Magnetic Lineations (PNT format)

· tissot.zip - Tissot indicatrix, 5 Deg. radius, 30 Deg.
increments (GRF format)

· nunavut.zip - Nunavut Territory, Canada - bound-
ary data in .CAM files (uses Geoline command)

NOTE: The PNT format can be used directly by Charles

Culberson’s ‘VersaMAP’ and Philip Voxland’s ‘World’. You can

change the above ‘GRF’ file extensions to ‘DAT’ and these files

can then be used with ‘VersaMAP’. ‘Mwdbpoly.zip’ is also avail-

able in ASCII form for computer systems other than

MSDOS/Windows.

A number of new MicroCAM ‘CAM’ script file exam-

ples are available. On the Mapping News page you will find

a description of the ‘Winkel Tripel’ map projection and a

PDF file containing often referenced 1944 article on map

projection classification by L. P. Lee.

http://wolf.its.ilstu.edu/microcam/index.html

From a MicroCam press release

New Discussion List: VIsualisation
STandards in Archaeology

This new mailbase discussion list is devoted to three di-

mensional visualisation, reconstruction and presentation

standards in Archaeology and the Humanities.

As digital technology advances, landscape, monu-

ment, and artefact reconstruction and visualisation

techniques allow for more and more sophisticated forms of

representation. Unlike other types of reconstruction, (for

example, pottery, frescoe or even drawing) there are no

agreed strategies for immediately allowing the viewer to

discern what parts of a digital representation are founded on

metric data, how reliable or complete that data is, and

which parts of a presentation are speculative. The object of

this list is to allow acdemics, researchers, and other inter-

ested parties to discuss the feasability, suitability, and

nature of any form of standards or conventions.

VISTA can be accessed at:

http://www.mailbase.ac.uk/lists/vista/

and you can join the list at

http://www.mailbase.ac.uk/lists/vista/join.html

From a electronic announcement

Corel Completes Strategic Acquisition
of Professional Graphics Products from
MetaCreations

Corel has purchased three leading product lines widely used
in the graphic arts community: MetaCreations Painter, the
Natural Media® painting program, Kai’s Power Tools®
(KPT®) and KPT Vector Effects®, top-selling plug-in ap-
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plications for Adobe® Photoshop® and Adobe®
Illustrator®, and Bryce®, 3D landscape creation and ani-
mation software. All products are compatible with
Macintosh® and Windows®. The addition of these
award-winning appl icat ions wil l complement
CorelDRAW® and strengthen Corel’s presence in the
Macintosh graphics market.

Corel has ambitious plans for these products, including

launching new versions for both the Web and retail distribu-

tion channels throughout the year. It also plans to broaden

the range of localised versions worldwide. Corel and

MetaCreations are pleased to announce that the

MetaCreations Painter 6.0.3 patch will soon be made avail-

able to registered users at:

http://www.metacreations.com/products/painter6/patches.

MetaCreations will continue to handle customer ser-

vice for the MetaCreations Painter, KPT and Bryce family

of products until 30 June 2000, after which time Corel will

provide full customer support.

In addition, MetaCreations will provide technical sup-

port until 19 May 2000, and will continue to respond to all

technical support inquiries until 30 June 2000, from cus-

tomers with whom they have annual support agreements.

Corel will handle technical support starting 20 May 2000,

and respond to customers with annual support agreements

with MetaCreations effective July 1.

MetaCreations, based in California, sold the profes-

sional graphics software to Corel following a decision,

announced last December, to restructure its business and fo-

cus solely on e-commerce visualisation solutions for the

Web. MetaCreations’ e-commerce visualisation business is

centred on the company’s industry-leading, patented

MetaStream technology, specifically for the streaming and

display of interactive 3D virtual product presentation over

the Web. While the company decided to divest of its graph-

ics applications, it has continued to develop and support

new versions of the products.

The acquisition by Corel includes the following prod-

ucts: MetaCreations Painter, MetaCreations Painter

Classic, MetaCreations Painter 3D, Art Dabbler, KPT,

KPT-X, Vector Effects and Bryce. Corel has also agreed to

honour support and upgrade privileges to registered owners

of Bryce 4, KPT 5, KPT 6, KPT Vector Effects and

MetaCreations Painter 6, subject to proof of purchase and

within applicable time limits.

From a Corel press release

Full House at The Digital Mapping Show

The Digital Mapping Show at London’s The Barbican, on
February 15th and 16th, proved that desktop mapping and
geospatial information systems have become a part of
mainstream business information systems - and the integra-
tion of geographic information into MIS is rapidly
increasing.

This annual business-to-business event, now looking

foward to its 6th year, includes a trade exhibition where

leading vendors show their latest business solutions; and a

two day Seminar where delegates can learn about, and dis-

cuss, technology and its application.

SUCCESSFUL EXHIBITION

Companies exhibiting included the AA, Agfa, Bea-
con-Dodsworth, CACI, CadCorp, Dataview, Dotted Eyes,
ESRI, Europa Technologies, GeoConcept, Geolnformation
Group, Global Mapping Solutions, Innogistic Software,
Intergraph, Kingswood, Laser-Scan, MapQuest, NavTech,
Photarc Surveys, Procis Software, PC1 Geomatics, Posi-
tioning Resources, QAS, Survey Supplies, Trac Cad
Systems, Wildgoose and the XYZ Digital Mapping Com-
pany. They all reported a high level of business interest.

INFORMATIVE SEMINARS

The Seminars’Keynote Presentation was given to a packed
house by David Willey, acting Director General and Chief
Executive of Ordnance Survey. He illustrated the many
ways in which Ordnance Survey was changing in acknowl-
edgement of businesses’ much wider use of geospatial
information, and confirmed how geographic information
was today being integrated into mainstream MIS systems.

Other speakers included Jonathan Budd, Secretary of

the Intra-Governmental Group on Geographic Information

OGGI) who described central government’s task in imple-

menting a co-ordinated GIS strategy; and Dr. Anthony

Steed of University College London who showed UCL’s

world-leading work in virtual reality computing by creating

a virtual tour of London with a presentation entitled Visiting

London Virtually.

Seminar speakers also included Trevor Parry of Loca-

tion Mapping, a specialist map publisher; and executives

from Wildgoose Publications who discussed their com-

pany’s involvement with the Millennium Mapping

Company’s project of producing high quality digitised

maps of the UK from arial photography. The internet as a

means of delivering mapping information ran as a theme

through most of the presentations.

Summing-up was by Dr. Robert Barr, Senior Lecturer

in GIS, School of Geography, University of Manchester.

His thought provoking presentation was entitled The Value

of Information in the Information Age, with the conclusion

that the cost of gathering geograpic information, a national

asset, could and perhaps should, be recouped simply

through the normal taxation that is levied on successful and

profitable companies. He also pointed out that National

Census and Survey’s information was available freely.

The dates for next year’s Digital Mapping Show are
Febuary 13th and 14th 2001, again at The Barbican.
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